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The existence of street children, bumer and beggars in the city of Bandar Lampung is a phenomenon that is cause for concern. The problem of street children, bumer, and beggars became a public issue because it involves the public convenience. This problem requires an active role of government. The interaction between multi-stakeholders is necessary, in this case the government in collaboration with the private sector, Yayasan Sinar Jati Lampung, and non-governmental organizations, APIK. The purpose of this research was to analyze (1) Knowing and analyzing multi-stakeholder involvement in handling the problem of street children, bumer, and beggars in Bandar Lampung. (2) analyzing the principle of what is used in the treatment of street children, bumer, and beggars. Type of this research is a descriptive study using a qualitative approach. While the technique of data collection is done by interview, observation, and documentation.

The results show that: (1) the interaction of the three actors involved in the governance of street children, bumer and beggars: (a) the interaction of the demolition performed by Dinas Sosial and Satpol PP, interaction is good. (b) interaction in development stage includes three interaction. Two associutive interaction is cooperation between Dinas Sosial and APIK, then Dinas Sosial and Yayasan Sinar Jati Lampung, already well underway. While the third interaction is the interaction dissociative, ie opposition by NGOs pepper to Social Service, giving rise to conflicts led between them. (2) Application of the Principles of Good Governance in Handling Street Children, Bumer and Beggars. Principles of good governance that are used there are three: law enforcement, Responsiveness, and Accountability.

Researchers recommend several things that: (1) Dinas Sosial should persuade APIK and Yayasan Sinar Jati to control street vhlldre, bumer, and beggars. (2)
The private sector and NGOs should work together and interact with each other. (3) The government should create a discussion forum. (4) There needs to be training for the improvement of human resources.
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